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of companies
use marketing
automation

Marketing Automation, whether
performed with dedicated tools or as
part of the ecommerce platform has
become a market standard nowadays.
Producers of marketing automation
software are continously extending
the capabilities of their platforms to
enable ecommerces deliver truly
personalised shopping experience to
their customers.
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71%

and most of the companies that
aren’t using it plan to do so in the
foreseeable future (Ascend2’s).
Such a large use is no accident.
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They all are.
The following guide presents how marketing automation software
responds to the needs of modern ecommerce, and describes:
most important features of platforms
best practices and use cases
case studies
useful implementation tips

We hope you’ll love it.
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Do you know which most successful
ecommerce companies are using
marketing automation solutions?
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How Marketing Automation
came to be a key part
of each ecommerce
technology stack
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173%

223%

500%

5,45%

12%-25%

70%

higher OR for
newsletter and sales
mailings

abandoned carts
recovered compared
to industry average
of 1,6%

higher CTR for
newsletter and sales
mailings

of revenues in
on-line stores
generated thanks to
SALESmanago

higher conversion for
personalized automatic
campaigns compared to
mass campaigns

of customers making
multiple purchases at
companies top performing
in Marketing Automation
usage compared to 20% of
market average
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How Marketing Automation supercharges
modern ecommerces
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2000’s, USA

2010’s, EUROPE

2020’s, WORLD

Solutions for B2B

Solutions for B2C

Verticalisation of solutions

Focus on lead warm up,
managing the sales funnel and
lead sales qualification

Focus on managing personalized,
automated communication across
entire customer journey

Focus on advanced analytics,
optimization, predictions of
customer interests and actions

Sales & Marketing Alignment
Sales Funnel Automation
Lead Management
Lead Nurturing
Communication via email or
directly by sales reps
Lead Scoring
Automatic Alerts

1-to-1 personalization of total offers
Dynamic Segmentation and RFM Transactional
Segmentation and Automation
Handling the entire sales process without
involving the sales department
subscription forms
CRM with a single customer 360 view
recommendation frames
dynamic content
progressive discount coupons
cross-sell and up-sell offers

Adaptation of subsequent communication channels
Live Chat
Web Push
Website Personalization
Mobile Marketing
Social Media
Advertising Networks & DMP

First attempts to use AI for product
recommendations

Functionalities and solutions
highly specialized for specific
verticals (such as beauty,
fashion, travel, finance, etc.)
AI Product Recommendations
Advanced analytics using
churn predictions and
purchase probability,
Use of Big Data for
segmentation based on many
variables
Seamless integration of all
communication channels
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Evolution of Marketing Automation
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Contemporary Marketing Automation is one
step ahead of the customer

Modern Marketing Automation predicts customers’
behaviour, knows when the customers will return to the
store, and when they will leave it, indicates the shelf with
the products most likely to be bought, is able to tell you how
long your clients will stay with you and how much they will
spend during that time.

The modern Marketing Automation platform enables conducting
digital marketing activities from a single place, regardless of
whether it is collecting data about users, preparing intelligent AI
recommendations, mass mailing sending or launching a Facebook
campaign. The need to use and integrate several different tools is a
thing of the past. Now you have all in one.
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higher OR for
newsletter and sales
mailings

Marketing Automation in ecommerce is no longer just like a
customer advisor in an offline store, whose main task is to listen and
observe customers, talk to them and propose appropriate products.
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The Marketing Automation platform collects
data about the customer from various
sources to build it’s 360° profile.

This data is used by the AI engine
to create recommendations,
personalize messages, and also
allows to run automatic scenarios
as well as mass campaigns
targeted at customers meeting
defined conditions.

The right message is delivered
to the client in an omnichannel
way, using appropriate
communication channel.
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How does Marketing Automation work for you?
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II
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Why every
ecommerce needs
Marketing Automation
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4 elements

Regardless of vertical
specifics, these four
capabilities offered by
the Marketing Automation
platform will be key to
conducting integrated
and effective activities in
every ecommerce, which
in turn translate into highly
positive outcomes, such
as increase in customer
retention and revenues.

Personalization

Omnichannel

Profiling

Recommendations
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making Marketing Automation platform a reasonable
choice for every ecommerce
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Instead of treating all users
in your database as they
would have been exactly the
same, identify their similarities
and differences to segment
them and enable further
personalization.
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PROFILING
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PROFILING

Customer Data - fuel for the
Marketing Automation engine

The Marketing Automation platform makes it possible to identify website
visitors and mobile app users, so that each next visit to the store is monitored.
It also enables the creation of a user 360° behavioral profile and starting
automatic communication based on it.
Marketing Automation systems ceases nowadays to be just platforms for setting
up automated scenarios of communication. In fact, they are being transformed
into the Customer Data Platforms. They enable collection of unified data from
external systems (such as CRM, ERP, POS, Data Warehouse, etc.) necessary to
thoroughly examine the contact database, conduct advanced personalization of
communication processes and precise campaign targeting.
Among all different customer profiles in your database there will be many with
the similar characteristics. These common, repetitive features will allow you to
segment your user base according to their similarities.

Collect data about your customers
and create extensive 360°
behavioural profiles.
activities on the website
activities in the mobile app
off-line behaviour
products added to cart
on-line & off-line purchases
conversion sources paths
emails opened
emails clicked
banners clicked
live chat conversations
personal and demographical data (CRM)
lead scoring
videos watched on your website
search terms used
time of activity (hours and days)
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When visiting e-store, users enable us to collect a lot of
information about their interests. There is no simpler way to
prepare a tailored offer than just using this data.
Collect it to know your customers needs.
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Tailoring the offer and
communication to each client
individually, depending on
his needs, past transactions,
preferences and interests in
case of delivering the most
appropriate offer.
75% of consumers will be
more likely to purchase from
someone whose offerings
are personalized according
to individual preferences
(Accenture).
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PERSONALIZATION
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PERSONALIZATION

If you want to engage your customers more, use the data
you have and adapt your message to each user individually.
Imagine that you run an ecommerce with women’s and men’s shoes and
then think about when there is a greater chance of conversion: when you
will send an email to everyone at the same time, or when you will adjust
a delivery time to user activity? When you will include the same offer for
everyone in your email, or when men and women will see different shoe
suggestions in it? When during the visit to the site everyone will see
the same banner with women’s shoes, or when there will be a separate
banner for men with men’s shoes? Each time the second option will
contribute more to the increase in conversion.

39% of customers
leave a website and
buy from a competitor
after receiving to many
irrelevant choice options.
Medium.com

86% of customers
are ready to
pay more for a
better customer
experience.
CEI

Use the data:
personal data
(name, localization, title, etc.)
contact’s details (gender, age, loyalty
points, etc.)
transactional data
behavioural data
segmentation
device and channel

Personalize:
e-mail subject and sender info
message content across channels
(eg. e-mail, push notification, SMS)
campaign delivery time
website content
ads
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Personalized communication allows
to reach customers more precisely
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Suggesting products that may
interest users the most and
have the greatest chance to be
bought, based on products that
customers were interested in
before, products they bought, or
based on the choices of users
similar to them.
Visits where the shopper clicked
a recommendation comprise
just 7% of total site traffic, but
make up 24% of orders and
26% of revenue
(Salesforce).
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECOMMENDATIONS

You don’t want your customers to leave the store tired
of browsing irrelevant products and offers. Give your
customers exactly what they need and take customer
experience to the next level.
Marketing automation improves the customer experience during the buying
process. Product recommendations can be used on your website, to help
customers find products they are looking for quickly and easily. Based on
the features of the products they saw, their previous purchases or artificial
intelligence, system allows to display the products that have the best chance
of buying. Your customers will feel that they have come to the right place, the
offer meets their expectations.

91% of customers are more likely to shop
with brands who provide relevant offers and
recommendations.
Accenture PLC

Use intelligent product
recommendations:

to save abandoned carts and
browses
in cross-selling and up-selling
campaigns
in win-back campaigns
in product retargeting campaigns
to increase website conversion

Place them in:
website content
popups/exit-ups
sidebars
emails
live chat
web pushes
push notifications
FB Messenger
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Delivering tailored offers
automatically instead of giving up
after tedious searches
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Types of recommendations

Product-based
recommendations

1-to-1
recommendations

Machine Learning
recommendations

These recommendations
are based on the features
of the displayed product
and allow you to find
similar products based on
its category, manufacturer,
price, size, color, etc.

These recommendations are
related to past and current
activities of individual user. They
are most often implemented
in abandoned cart campaigns,
price alerts, previously
viewed or purchased product
recommendation scenarios.

Recommendations are
generated on the basis of
continuous analysis of visits
and transactions on the site,
and they change depending
on the user’s behavior.
Statistical analyzes calculate the
probability of co-occurrence of
events (if A, then B).
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Create scenarios of suggested products based on different types of recommendations
and use them in different communication channels.
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Integration of all touchpoints
and communication channels
for the effective acquisition of
customer data and seamless,
consistent and complementary
communication.
Customers interacting with
campaigns using three or more
channels spent 13% more on
average per order than those
interacting with just one channel
(Omnisend).
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OMNICHANNEL
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OMNICHANNEL

Reaching customers in all touchpoints

A key to successful communication is to view the experience through the eyes of
customer in order to know which channel to use and when to reach him.
Imagine this situation: while at work, user receives an email from you with information
about a discount on a product, he added to the favourites list recently. He visits your
website on a laptop and adds the product to the cart. Returning from work, he opens
the mobile app of your e-store, returns to the cart and makes a purchase. He goes
to the mall and, passing by your stationary store, gets a mobile push notification that
his order is ready for pickup. After returning home in his mailbox, a ‘thank you for
purchase’ and asking for an opinion email awaits him. So, user goes back to your
e-store and all recommended products displayed on the website are complementary
to the product he just purchased. And this is the goal of Marketing Automation - to
provide solutions that integrate all channels.

Compared to singlechannel, purchase
frequency for omnichannel
is 250% higher and
retention rate is 90% higher.
Omnisend

Users who shop
across channels
have a 30% higher
lifetime value than
those who do not.
IDC

Use integrated
communication channels:
E-mail marketing
Website personalization
SMS
Web push
Live chat

Mobile app
Mobile push
Social media
Ad networks
POS

Improve your:
Total sales
Average order size
Average order value
Average order frequency
Amount of transactions
Conversion rate
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Omnichannel means seamless, integrated and consistent communication across all channels, allowing to
plan the type, moment and place of displayed content.
Omnichannel solves the problem of customers confused
by receiving not coordinated messages.
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What solutions
Marketing Automation
provides to ecommerce
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Thanks to specialization,
most advanced marketing
automation platforms
offer solutions tailored to
answer specific needs
of ecommerces focusing
on selling different kinds
of goods. Using this
technology will help you in
improving KPIs, achieving
superior results and leaving
competitors behind.

Increase
shop conversion

Optimize
sales processes

Boost
marketing
effectiveness

Manage
Customer Lifecycle
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Marketing Automation responds to the challanges
faced by contemporary ecommerces
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Increase
shop conversion

The reasons why users leave your store or unsubscribe
may be different. Perhaps they found it by accident,
didn’t find what they were looking for, or came back
after some time to check the news, but they didn’t like
anything. Check the sources of visits in your e-store.
Think about what is the main factor attracting customers
to the store, and then wonder why users leave it. Try to
develop Marketing Automation scenarios that respond
to the needs and behavior of users.

Pay attention to these KPIs

It is a great waste to let users who are already on your
site go, especially because usually big part of the traffic
in the online store is paid, so it’s money down the drain.
It’s a bit like running a stationary store without a cashier
and hoping that the products will sell themselves every
time. Can you afford to lose customers?

Viewed products relationship

Revenue per visit (RPV)
Bounce rate
Time on site
Pageviews per visit
Conversion paths
Purchased products affinity
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CHALLENGE
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Increase
shop conversion

The priority in every e-store is to sale. Marketing
Automation offers solutions that help to do this most
effectively, among other things because it enables
constant monitoring of user behavior on the website and
adjusting the offer in real-time on the individual level.

Supporting features

You can display tailored content, such as dynamic product
recommendations based on AI engine predicting what
customer may want to buy, as well as show contextual
content in response to customer behavior, using banners,
popups, with content adjusted to each visitor.

Social proof

Sometimes uncertainty about buying a product can be
dispelled by seeing how many people have just bought it.
Thanks to social proof mechanisms you are able to show
such numbers on product pages and thus influence the
purchase decision.

1-to-1 product recommendation frames
AI & Machine Learning
recommendations
Dynamic lead generation popups
and forms
A/B/X tests for product page
Website automation
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SOLUTION
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Increase
shop conversion

USE CASES

Run dynamic forms or pop-ups whose
content is matched to customer’s
profile, based on his interests. Increase
the chance of conversion thanks to an
individual and personalized approach
to each potential customer.

Launch personalized banners based on the
user’s segment. Match the banners to the
stage in the client’s lifecycle. Display different
banner for anonymous user, different for
subscriber without purchase and different for
regular customer.

Display on the product page the
number of users currently viewing it or
the number of customers who have
just purchased this product. Use social
proof to influence purchase decisions.

Run A/B/X tests to see which of your
forms or banners performs best.
Optimize your operations and increase
conversion even more by selecting the
ones that work best.

Rainbow uses a dynamic popup in which the image
and country are automatically matched to the
direction of the trip that interests the client.
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Effective acquisition of customers
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Increase
shop conversion

USE CASES

Use 1-to-1 recommendation frames to
display product suggestions that will
most interest the customer. Launch the
frame on the product page and show the
most frequently bought products after
viewing this currently viewed. On the
cart page display bestsellers or products
complimentary to those already added.

Enrich recommendations with SALESmanago
Copernicus - Machine Learning & AI, that
analyzes traffic, transactions and customer
profiles to build a network of connections
between them and enable you to easily
choose among different recommendation
types which are delivered in real-time. Use
Copernicus recommendations engine to
predict and suggest products which will be
the most interesting to your customers and
most likely to buy.

Suggest products during conversations in
Live Chat, where you have a live preview
of the client’s behavioral profile. Send
1-to-1 product recommendations and
those generated based on AI & Machine
Learning.

Oriflame uses a frame with product
recommendations in the consultant’s panel.
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The power of product recommendations
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CASE STUDIES

DeLonghi obtained a 160% increase
in dynamic popup conversion in
which the product currently on sale
is displayed, compared to a static
newsletter subscription.

Rainbow increases lead generation
on the website by 45% thanks
to dynamic contact forms for
anonymous users, with personalized
photo of desired destination and info
about the true customer interest.
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Increase
shop conversion
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Optimize
sales processes

CHALLENGE

Sometimes there are other problems that affect the
results of your e-store. They may be associated with low
purchase amounts or with too high share of discounted
purchases in all revenues. Frustrations can also be
caused by too high return rate - you sell a lot, but in the
end a large number of purchases come back to you.

Pay attention to these KPIs
Shopping cart abandonment rate
Cart abandonment per stage in
the purchase process
Product return rate
Assigned discounts rate
Discount order share
Conversion per discount level
and type
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The market average of abandoned carts is 67.9%
(Baymard Institute), which means that only a third of all
carts in an e-store end with a purchase. What’s more,
the return rate in ecommerce reaches 20% (Shopify).
If only the cart abandonment rate and return rate were
reduced by 3% each, total revenue would increase by
as much as 13%!
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Optimize
sales processes

SOLUTION

Customers identified with marketing automation software
and subdued to campaigns conducted through it are
abandoning the cart almost twice times less. Companies
top performing in Marketing Automation usage reduce cart
abandonment rate even to 12,6% (Online consumer trends
2019).
Take advantage of product retargeting to recover
abandoned shopping carts and remind of viewed
products, using various communication channels such as
email, web push, Facebook, ad networks or appropriate
personalization of your website at the next customer visit.
Optimization can also consist in increasing the value of the
cart by supplying it with complementary products, that is,
the use of cross-selling and up-selling campaigns.
Marketing Automation also allows you to reasonably
use discounts by assigning coupons appropriate to the
customer value.

Supporting features
Dynamic emails and web push
notifications with recommendations
Dynamic popups
Progressive discounts assignment
Personalized banners
Website Automation
Ad networks integration
Facebook Ads integration
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Marketing automation addresses the issues customer may
have on different stages of the buying process.
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Optimize
sales processes

USE CASES

Recovering abandoned carts in omnichannel

Send email and web push notification recovering
the abandoned cart, as soon as possible after the
customer leaves the site - emails sent relatively
quickly have better conversion.
Run the exit popup on the cart URL for new potential
customers, which will display when the user wants to
leave the page. You can also add a discount on the
cart products purchase.

Use ad networks to display ads from abandoned
cart products. Try to reach the user also when he is
not on your site.

New Balance sends web push
notification after abandoning a cart,
that redirects directly to the cart.
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Send an email after abandoned browse with
recently viewed and similar products in order to
encourage customers to return to the e-store.
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Optimize
sales processes

USE CASES

Automatically inform
when the product is
back in stock. You
can send an SMS with
data and a link to the
product and this way
increase the chance
that the user will soon
make a purchase.

Show dynamic
popup with
information about
the discount of a
product added to
the favorites list if
the user visits your
e-store again.

Automatically send
an email in which
you thank for the
purchase and
encourage to add
reviews about the
products what may
result in additional
points in the loyalty
program. Also show
the compatible
products in the
email.

Raise service standards in a stationary store. If you also
run an offline store, after using the loyalty card by the
customer, display on the POS screen information about
recently viewed, purchased products, thanks to which the
salesperson will be able to easily offer additional products
to the customer.

When the user
spends a longer time
on the product page,
automatically open a
chat window with a
contextual question,
e.g. offer some help
with sizing.

Assign progressive discounts to complete purchases
based on customer value and estimated expenses.
Manage effectively the assigned discounts rate and
the share of discounted orders.

Greenpoint sends email
thanking you for the
purchase. The message
contains product
recommendations.
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Reminding of non-purchased products that
have previously attracted interest
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CASE STUDIES

Yves Rocher generates 30% conversion
among first time buyers thanks to sets
- the customer has the chance to buy a
product in a dynamically matched set
created thanks to the SALESmanago AI
& Machine Learning algorithms. The set
is discounted.

VOX thanks to
dynamic emails with
product retargeting
and recovering
abandoned carts
achieves a 400% OR
increase, a 1200%
increase in CTR and
a 200% increase in
conversion compared
to mass sales
campaigns.
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Optimize
sales processes
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Boost marketing
effectiveness

CHALLENGE

Sometimes the problem may not be that you do not carry out
certain activities, but that you do not hit your target precisely.

Pay attention to these KPIs
Customer acquisition cost (CAC)
Open rate (OR)
Click through rate (CTR)
Newsletter subscriptions
Unsubscribes
Return of investment (ROI)
Return on ad spend (ROAS)
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Running standard, identical campaigns for all users may and
will negatively affect your communication’s results. Take for
example email campaigns. The reason for the low open
rate may be the non-personalized subject of the message,
but also the wrong time of email delivery or inappropriate
audience, like when you send an email about a new
promotion for selected products to the entire database,
including people who have recently bought these products at
regular prices. The reason for the low click through rate may
be the mismatched email content, without tailored product
recommendations, which may also lead to unsubscribing.
Too high customer acquisition costs (CAC), burning budgets
on badly targeted paid campaigns, and insufficient focus on
user retention can result in unsatisfactory marketing results
and too low profits.
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Boost marketing
effectiveness

SOLUTION

The key to success is to provide a specific customer with
the personalized offer through the right communication
channel at the best time.

PERSONALIZED
OFFER

RIGHT
CHANNEL

Supporting features
Advanced audience targeting options
1-to-1 offers personalization
Time relevant messaging
Cross-channel offers delivery
Revenue Attribution Analytics

BEST
TIME
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The Marketing Automation platform is a place where all your
customer data is integrated and unified, as well as easy to
use at any time. Thanks to this, you know whether the clients
prefer email communication, or are more sensitive to ads, on
which day and time they are the most active, how much they
spend, how often they do a shopping and much more.
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Boost marketing
effectiveness

USE CASES

Send messages when conversion is most likely.
Activate the option that matches the moment
of sending emails to the day and time of the
customer’s highest activity.

Target your campaigns in an advanced way
using any of your users attributes, behavioural
or transactional data. Run campaign for
customers meeting specific criteria.

Test your mailings using AB tests. Check
e-mail variants for variables such as
appearance, subject, sender and time of
shipment. You can also test your campaigns
in workflows, configured in any way,
checking the effectiveness of various
communication channels.

Personalize your 1-to-1 offers. Don’t rely on
blind shots and guesses, but offer customers
products that match their previous browses,
carts and purchases.

Use Revenue Attribution Analytics to examine
transactions supported by SALESmanago,
sources that most strongly support transactions,
and the best conversion paths.

SALESmanago Revenue Attribution Analytics shows
most important elements of marketing campaigns
which generate best revenue.
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Actions resulting in positive marketing effects
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CASE STUDIES

Oriflame achieves 30%
higher OR and CTR for
regular promotional
campaigns compared to
standard mass campaigns,
thanks to targeting based
on a list of dozens of
different parameters
describing the profile of
the consultant (segments,
purchase history,
behavioral profile, number
of loyalty points, time since
last purchase).

Thanks to automatic
behavioural segmentation
based on the visits on different
product categories, dynamic
1-to-1 emails and A/B tests of
best communication channels,
Freeshop increased their CTR
in emails by 371% and achieved
185% growth in the number of
their transactions.
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Boost marketing
effectiveness

36

Manage
Customer Lifecycle

CHALLENGE

Lack of proper customer identification may lead to the
situation when customers are provided with content
that they are not currently interested in or, what’s
worse, it discourages them to engage in the brand’s
communication in the future.

Pay attention to these KPIs
Customer lifetime value (CLV)
New customer orders
Returning customer orders
Churn rate
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You won’t make the customer who buys twice a year to
buy a third time just by sending him sales mailing two
days after the last purchase. Your customers are divided
into users who are just getting to know your store, those
who have already shopped in it, and those whose
commitment is falling and they stop coming back.
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Manage
Customer Lifecycle

Marketing Automation allows identification of every person
visiting your website, whether it is a first time visitor, new
customer, a person who has already been interested in your
products, a customer who has already bought something or
that is your regular customer.

Supporting features

Constantly and automatically segment your contact database
based on customer values, as well as the level of activity whether it is a frequent visitor, regular customer or person
with a probability of churn, and run automatic processes to
increase their engagement.

RFM Analytics and Automation

Adapt your communication to the stage of the Customer
Lifecycle - new clients require education and building trust.
Customers who have already made a purchase require care
and lead to further transactions in order to increase retention.
Customers close to loss, who have not been shopping for
a long time, and do not return to the e-store require proper
activation and encouragement to re-use the offer.

CRM
360o degree customer view
Behavioural and transactional
segmentation
Nurturing programs
Loyalty programs
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SOLUTION
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Manage
Customer Lifecycle

USE CASES

Segment the database using RFM Analytics
and Automation, based on time from the
last purchase, their frequency and monetary
spendings. Automatically react to changes in
shopping activity (eg. premium customer falls
into segment that haven’t bought for a long
time) by sending an email, web push, SMS
or adding to Facebook Custom Audience to
targeted ads.

Segment your database mixing multiple
conditions and customer attributes such as
transaction date, products bought, amounts
spent in time, visit sources. Once set, dynamic
segment will always recalculate the group of
contacts who are meeting all defined criteria
in the moment when you use this segment as
target group (eg. target people who bought
product of producer X in last 30 days).

SALESmanago Dynamic Segments allow to get
current segments always at the time of use.
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Segmentation as the first step in proper management
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Manage
Customer Lifecycle

USE CASES

Create a lead nurturing cycle for new customers, in which you will
tell about the uniqueness of your products, the history of the brand
and its goals or introduce the production process step by step.
Engage customers, show what makes you stand out.

Create an omnichannel
loyalty program based on
spent amounts, shopping
frequency or number of
reviews added. Invite every
customer to the program to
extend his retention.

Run a win-back campaign
that brings customers
back to the site. Run it
automatically for any user
who is not active for a long
time (30/60/90 days).

New Balance sends a win back message to activate customers not
returning to the site for 30 and 60 days. The message contains
AI & Machine Learning recommendations.
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Dealing with customers at each stage of
their lifecycle
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CASE STUDIES

Bioderma streamlines the communication process thanks
to the automation in the customer loyalty program. In the
cycle of subscriptions and gratuities of loyal customers,
they achieve over 470% higher OR in automated emails
and almost 800% higher CTR.

Gocco increases its sales and customer
engagement due to advanced
segmentation, thus obtaining 250%
better results for mass mailings compared
to the market average.
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Manage
Customer Lifecycle
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How to get started with
Marketing Automation in
your e-store?
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IV
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E-store integration

Monitoring code
Thanks to the integration of users’ behavior on your website will be
monitored, and all their activity saved in their behavioral profile in
SALESmanago. The monitoring code is responsible for this.

Contact forms
All forms available on the website should also be integrated registration form, subscription to the newsletter form, contact
form - thanks to this, each newly registered contact will also be
automatically sent to the SALESmanago system.

Transactional data
The integration of transactional data allows you to automatically
send information about the activities of contacts, such as adding
a product to the cart, purchase, return of the product, canceling
the order, booking, etc. Sending transactional data is key, e.g. to
conduct marketing campaigns based on customer transaction data.

If you use one of these
eCommerce platforms:
Magento
Shopify
Shoper

PrestaShop
Shopware
Omniconvert

WooCommerce
VTEX

IAIShop

Shoplo

then integration - adding
monitoring code, integrating
forms and transactional data - is
done using a plugin.

If you use another or a
dedicated platform integration
should be done using the
REST API.

OpenCart
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Product feed is a source of data about products
from your store. Contains information such as
product ID, name, product link, product image
link, description, price, promotional price, brand,
category, etc.
It is always necessary when you want to use
product data in your campaigns - e.g. saving
an abandoned cart or displaying product
recommendations in frames on the page.
The product feed in the form of an xml file
in Google format is implemented into the
SALESmanago system, from where the system
will obtain all necessary product data. The feed
is automatically refreshed, so you can be sure
of always up-to-date data.
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Contact base
import

From the moment the contact and register
forms are integrated, each new contact will be
automatically sent to the SALESmanago system.
Contacts that were previously in your CRM/CMS
should be imported into SALESmanago.
The number of imported contacts and data about
them is unlimited - the more data describing the
customer will be imported, the more precisely it will
be possible to personalize and target campaigns.
Remember that in SALESmanago the basic
parameter identifying a contact is an email
address. The number of email addresses in your
SALESmanago database means the number of all
contacts in your database. It is also not possible for
a given email address to appear in the database
more than once - the contacts are not duplicated.
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Communication channels configuration

Email configuration

SMS gate integration

The configuration of the email sending account (SPF and DKIM
configuration) consists in the authorization of SALESmanago
as a trusted sender for messages sent from your domain and
ensuring a good reputation.
You don’t have to worry about the rest - IP reputation,
bandwidth, bounces monitoring, etc. - this is what
SALESmanago does for you.

Thanks to SMS gateways it is possible to send various types
of mass marketing messages: birthday SMS, discount codes,
newsletters, forms and more.

Facebook Ads integration

Popups, Web Push, Live Chat, Recommendation
Frames activation

The integration of SALESmanago with Facebook Ads can
be used to create advertising campaigns for specific Custom
Audiences, which can be created based on a set of customer
features in SALESmanago.
Integration is carried out in SALESmanago and consists in
logging into the Facebook advertising account.

SALESmanago has integration with all the most popular SMS
gateways. After performing an account integration, you will be
able to automate SMS processes and manage them effectively.

Activities in these communication channels do not require
any additional integration. Launching specific functionalities
takes place from the platform level, without the need to
involve the IT department.
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Plan of works
How to make sure your marketing automation implementation
will be successful? Don’t leave it to a toss of coin.

STRATEGY
Specify the goal and KPI
for implementation and the
methods of their measurement

Describe the processes by
which KPIs will be implemented
Divide the implementation
into phases and plan
specific actions in time

CONTENT

PEOPLE

Specify content recipients and
their preferences

Indicate people responsible
for the project in each area
(marketing, sales, IT)

Specify what content you
already have ready and which
you should prepare - creations
of forms, banners, promotion
materials, text and graphic of
emails, notifications, SMSs,
ads, etc.
Update content and create
new one systematically for
current campaigns

Specify whether you will
implement Marketing
Automation by yourself
or with help of external
caompanies (usually platfom
provider or agency). You
don’t need to have complete
and specialized knowledge we will help you.
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Marketing Automation has ceased to be an addition to
ecommerce, it has become a standard and its part through
enabling effective management of activities, conducting
optimized campaigns.
When choosing the Marketing Automation platform, choose
a system that is adapted to the specifics of ecommerce and
does not require many months of custom development, but
gives ready-made, adaptable and out of the box solutions
that you can run in days rather than months and see the first
effects in the first month of operation.
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Marketing Automation has become
part of modern ecommerce
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